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Abstract. In order to construct good quantum-error-correcting codes, we con-
struct good Hermitian self-orthogonal linear codes over GF(4). In this paper we
construct record-breaking pure quantum-error-correcting codes of length 24 with
2 encoded qubits and minimum weight 7 from Hermitian self-orthogonal codes of
length 24 with dimension 11 over GF(4). This shows that length n = 24 is the small-
est length for any known [[n;k;d]] quantum-error-correcting code with k  2 and
d = 7. We also give a construction method to produce Hermitian self-orthogonal
linear codes GF(4) from a shorter length such code.
1 Introduction
It was shown [4] in 1995 that there could exist quantum-error-correctingcodes
(QECC throughout the paper) which would protect quantum information
as classical error-correcting codes protect classical information. See [1] for
the brief history of QECC. It is also known [1] that the problem of nding
QECC is transformed into the problem of nding additive self-orthogonal
codes under a certain inner product over the nite eld GF(4). These additive
self-orthogonal codes include the classical Hermitian self-orthogonal codes
over GF(4). So our purpose is to construct good Hermitian self-orthogonal
codes in order to construct good QECC using the ideas of [3].
We recall some basic denitions from [1,2]. Let GF(4) = f0;1;!;!g with the
convention that 2 = ! and 3 = ! where ! = !2 = 1 + !. An additive code
C over GF(4) of length n is an additive subgroup of GF(4)n. As C is a free
GF(2)-module, it has size 2k for some 0  k  2n. We call C an (n;2k) code.
It has a basis, as a GF(2)-module, consisting of k basis vectors; a generator
matrix of C will be a kn matrix with entries in GF(4) whose rows are a basis
of C. The weight wt(c) of c 2 C is the number of nonzero components of c.
The minimum weight d of C is the smallest weight of any nonzero codeword
in C. If C is an (n;2k) additive code of minimum weight d, C is called an
(n;2k;d) code.
To study QECC, we consider a somewhat dierent inner product from the
ordinary inner product. We start with the following trace map. The trace2 Jon-Lark Kim
map Tr : GF(4) ! GF(2) is given by
Tr(x) = x + x
2:
In particular Tr(0) = Tr(1) = 0 and Tr(!) = Tr(!) = 1. The conjugate of
x 2 GF(4), denoted x, is the image of x under the Frobenius automorphism;
in other words, 0 = 0 1 = 1, and ! = !. We now dene the trace inner
product of two vectors x = x1x2 xn and y = y1y2 yn in GF(4)n to be
x?y =
n X
i=1
Tr(xiyi) 2 GF(4): (1)
If C is an additive code, its dual, denoted C
?, is the additive code fx 2
GF(4)n j x?c = 0 for all c 2 Cg. If C is an (n;2k) code, then C
? is an
(n;22n k) code. As usual, C is trace self-orthogonal if C  C
? and self-dual if
C = C
?. In particular, if C is trace self-dual, C is an (n;2n) code.
We say that two additive codes C1 and C2 are equivalent provided there is
a map sending the codewords of C1 onto the codewords of C2 where the
map consists of a permutation of coordinates followed by a scaling of coor-
dinates by elements of GF(4) followed by conjugation of some of the coordi-
nates. Notice that permuting coordinates, scaling coordinates, and conjugat-
ing some coordinates of a self-orthogonal (or self-dual) code does not change
self-orthogonality (or self-duality) and the weight distribution of the code.
The automorphism group of C, denoted Aut(C), consists of all maps which
permute coordinates, scale coordinates, and conjugate coordinates that send
codewords of C to codewords of C.
Now we state the relationship between QECC and additive self-orthogonal
codes over GF(4).
Lemma 1 (Theorem 2, [1]). Suppose that C is an additive trace self-
orthogonal (n;2n k) code of GF(4)n such that there are no vectors of weight
< d in C
?nC. Then an additive quantum-error-correcting code with parame-
ters [[n;k;d]] is obtained.
If there are no nonzero vectors of weight < d in C
? in the above lemma,
C is pure (or nondegenerate); otherewise it is impure (or degenerate) [1]. A
[[n;k;d]] QECC can correct [(d   1)=2] errors, where k is the number of
encoded qubits (quantum bits).
The Hermitian inner product is dened as
x  y = x1y1 +  + xnyn 2 GF(4); (2)
for two vectors x = (x1;;xn) and y = (y1;;yn) in GF(4)n. A linear
code with length n, dimension k(as a vector space over GF(4)), and mini-
mum weight d is called an [n;k;d] code. The following theorem explains why
Hermitian self-orthogonal linear codes are interesting in order to construct
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Lemma 2 (Theorem 3, [1]). A linear code C is self-orthogonal with respect
to (1) if and only if it is self-orthogonal with respect to (2).
Combining the above two lemmas, we get the following corollary.
Corollary 1 ([1,5]). Let C be a Hermitian self-orthogonal linear [n;k] code
over GF(4) such that there are no vectors of weight < d in C
?nC, where
C
? is the Hermitian dual of C. Then there is a quantum-error-correcting
[[n;n   2k;d]] code.
Proof. Since the given code C is linear, it has parameters as an additive
code (n;22k) = (n;2n (n 2k)). Thus by Lemma 1 a quantum-error-correcting
[[n;n   2k;d]] code is obtained.
2 Construction method
By generalizing the building-up construction [3, Theorem 1] for self-dual
codes over GF(4) to self-orthogonal codes, we have the following theorem.
We remark that there was an error in [3, Theorem 1] about the denition of
yi and so correct it here.
Theorem 1. Let G0 = (gi) be a generator matrix(may not be in standard
form) of a Hermitian self-orthogonal code C0 over GF(4) of length n with
dimension k, where gi are rows of G0 respectively for 1  i  k. Let x =
(x1;;xn) be a vector in GF(4)n with an odd weight. Suppose that yi :=
(x1;;xn)  gi for 1  i  k. Here yi is the conjugate of yi and  denotes
the Hermitian inner product. Then the following matrix
G =
2
6
6 6
4
1 0 x1 x2  xn 1 xn
y1 y1 g1
. . .
. . .
. . .
yk yk gk
3
7
7 7
5
generates a Hermitian self-orthogonal code C over GF(4) of length n+2 with
dimension k + 1.
As an example of the above theorem, let C0 be a Hermitian self-dual code over
GF(4) generated by f1010;0101g. If we take x = (01!!), then the code C is
generated by f1001!!;!!1010;!!0101g by Theorem 1. This is the unique
[6;3;4] Hexacode over GF(4).
As in [3, Theorem 2] we get the converse of the above theorem as follows.
Theorem 2. Any Hermitian self-orthogonal code C over GF(4) of length n
and dimension k > 1 with minimum weight d > 2 is obtained from some
Hermitian self-orthogonal code C0 of length n 2 and dimension k  1(up to
equivalence) by the construction in Theorem 1.
In the following section, we construct 19 inequivalent linear Hermitian self-
orthogonal [24;11;8] codes over GF(4) with its dual minimum weight 7. These
give record-breaking [[24;2;7]] quantum-error-correcting codes.4 Jon-Lark Kim
Table 1. Generator matrix of Q
1
22
G(Q
1
22) =
2
6
6 6
6
6
6
6
6 6
6
6
6
6 6
6
6
4
1000000100000133233203
0100000300020221231212
0010000100033303000120
0001000200012220332002
0000100200021031201103
0000010200021001233210
0000001100022020312101
0000000010000100113322
0000000001000001111111
0000000000100010112233
3
7
7 7
7
7
7
7
7 7
7
7
7
7 7
7
7
5
Table 2. New [[24;2;7]] quantum-error-correcting codes using Q
1
22
codes C x = (x1;;x11) A8, B7 codes C x = (x1;;x11) A8, B7
Q24;1 03001111121 117, 171 Q24;2 22321301221 144, 156
Q24;3 22131000321 141, 186 Q24;4 10020033021 108, 174
Q24;5 13013111132 99, 156 Q24;6 12030021132 120, 198
Q24;7 23310200132 105, 132 Q24;8 20012000332 96, 150
Q24;9 31100212032 105, 165 Q24;10 02212022032 102, 162
Q24;11 12010313032 126, 183 Q24;12 11110021202 114, 150
Q24;13 20223012202 96, 159 Q24;14 33030202002 105, 147
Q24;15 02311200002 108, 147 Q24;16 31231302123 102, 150
Q24;17 33321333303 102, 159 Q24;18 20212031120 108, 180
Q24;19 21121332320 90, 144
3 Existence of [[24; 2;7]] quantum-error-correcting
codes
According to [1, Table III], it is known that the highest minimum weight d for
[[24;2;d]] codes is bounded by 6  d  8. We apply Theorem 1 to a Hermitian
self-orthogonal [22;10;8] code Q1
22 in Table 1 with many possibilities for vec-
tors x to get 19 inequivalent Hermitian self-orthogonal [24;11;8] codes such
that their dual codes all have minimum weight d = 7. Hence it follows from
Corollary 1 that there exist pure [[24;2;7]] codes. Moreover length n = 24 is
the smallest length for any known three error-correcting [[n;k;7]] codes with
k  2 according to [1, Table III]. See Table 2 for such codes, where A8(resp,
B7) denotes the number of minimum vectors in C(resp, C
?), justifying the
inequivalence of the codes. Here we gave the vectors x with only rst 11 co-Quantum Error-Correcting Codes 5
ordinates, the right half being 1's. For example, x = (23310200132) in Q24;7
means x = (2331020013211111111111). We summarize our result as follows.
Theorem 3. There exist at least 19 inequivalent pure [[24;2;7]] quantum-
error-correcting codes, which are obtained from Hermitian self-orthogonal lin-
ear [24;11;8] codes with its dual minimum weight 7.
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